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Abstract
Locust swarms cause famine and hunger in parts of Sub-Saharan Africa
as they travel across croplands and eat vegetation. Current models start
with biological properties of locusts and analyze the macroscopic behavior
of the system. These models exhibit the desired migratory behavior, but
do so with too many parameters. To account for this, a new model, the
Alignment and Intermittent Motion (AIM) model, is derived with minimal
assumptions. AIM is constructed with regards to locust biology, allowing
it to elicit biologically correct locust behavior: the most noteworthy being
the fingering of hopper bands. A Particle-in-Cell method is used to opti-
mize simulations, allowing for trials of up to 106 particles over reasonable
timescales. We analyze the shapes of these swarms, note the similarities be-
tween simulations of large and small swarms, and propose possible meth-
ods for analyzing simulation metrics.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The desert locust, Schistocerca gregaria, is a common species of locust in
Africa that is closely related to the grasshopper. These locusts are primarily
studied due to their ability to swarm and plague agricultural production.
Once a critical density is reached in these swarms, aggregating locusts form
hopper bands that extend over many kilometers [27]. These bands have a
typical density of 50 locusts/m2 and can range from 20-120 locusts/m2 [23].
Merging hopper bands lead to higher densities, which causes the swarm to
become airborne [27]. This is a problem, since flying swarms are much
more costly to control than hopper bands [12].
Flying swarms of locusts cause massive amounts of damage to crop-
lands in Africa, and efforts to control them cost excessive amounts of money.
In a recent outbreak of locusts in Western Africa in 2004 [14], an estimated
US$2.5 billion was lost in harvests, while more than US$400 million was
spent on attempts to control the swarm and its migration. The swarm ex-
tended over twenty countries, with some countries including Mauritania
losing half of their harvest.
These locusts begin isolated from one another, but contact with other
locusts causes serotonin to be released [1], inducing an epigenetic phase
change. This phase change triggers genes involved with attraction to turn
on while turning off genes involved with isolation. It is this effect that
causes aggregation of locusts. Locusts become more active, and they begin
to follow one another, leading to the migration of the collective group.
Since hopper bands are much more feasible to control than flying swarms,
it makes sense to prevent their formation rather than stop an already air-
borne swarm. Understanding how hopper bands form will give more in-
sight into possible intervention methods.
2 Introduction
Presented here is a new model, the Alignment and Intermittent Motion
model (AIM). While AIM is a general particle model, its focus is directed
towards locusts, and all variables are constructed with regards to locust
biology and behavior. With minimal assumptions, AIM elicits biologically
correct locust behavior, including similarities to hopper bands.
AIM blends the main characteristics of Czirók’s self propelled particle
model [10] and the pause-go model by Ariel et al. [3]. While incorporating
direction change based on nearby particles as well as the option for a par-
ticle to stop or start moving, AIM differs in two distinct ways. First, when
considering particle interactions, AIM uses weighted sums based on dis-
tances and headings, which more accurately represent how locusts behave
in the field. Second, AIM was created with the notion of Occam’s Razor in
mind: the fewer the assumptions made, the better. From this, many vari-
ables in the model were found from the biology of a locust [6; 24] and only
four parameters are chosen to alter the behavior of the particles (see Table
3.1).
AIM is a computationally expensive model. As it is necessary for sim-
ulations to be run with large numbers of particles, simulations increase
rapidly in run time as the number of particles grows. In an effort to coun-
teract this, a Particle-in-Cell method is used for optimization [25]. This
method allows for a more efficient algorithm by reducing the required cal-
culations fromO(n2) toO(n log n). This allows for simulations of up to 106
particles to be run over reasonable timescales. Running simulations of high
swarm sizes is necessary as this is witnessed in the field; AIM simulations
with high swarm sizes reproduce results seen in the field which confirms a
biologically accurate model.
Before outlining AIM and the computational obstacles involved, locust
biology and relevant swarming models are summarized. After elucidating
the results of the AIM model, characteristics of the computer simulations
are analyzed. Lastly, final conclusions of this work are reviewed and possi-
ble future work is noted.
Chapter 2
Content Review
Locusts are similar to grasshoppers but are distinguished by their behav-
ior and physiology. Behaviorally, locusts will form swarms that are largely
density-dependent. Physiologically, locusts will change shape and color
depending on their level of sociability. As these locusts become more so-
ciable, they evolve from hopper bands into flying swarms. These locusts
are dangerous, as airborne swarms ravage agriculture and destroy entire
nations’ economies.
Many scientists have successfully created mathematical models that ex-
plain the swarming behavior of locusts. With regards to AIM, three particu-
lar models come to mind: an alignment model [10], an intermittent motion
model [3], and a cannibalism model [5]. These models have heavily influ-
enced AIM and will be outlined in Section 2.2.
2.1 Locusts and their Biology
Locusts exist in one of two possible states: solitarious or gregarious. In
low density conditions, locusts are solitarious, meaning that they wish to
remain isolated and disengaged from the group. As the density increases,
locusts undergo an epigenetic phase change and become gregarious [22].
When gregarious, locusts group together and form hopper bands.
Regarding the transition between the solitarious and gregarious phases,
behavioral changes occur quickly while morphological changes take more
time [23]. Locusts become more attracted to each other as the outer sur-
faces of their hind legs are touched by others [22]. This touching becomes
more prevalent over time, and the swarm can become gregarized in about
an hour. Morphological changes include changes in the color and the shape
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Figure 2.1 Hopper bands exhibit a "fingering" characteristic, branching out into
different clusters while continuing in the same general direction.
of a locust. In an effort to blend in with the surrounding vegetation, soli-
tarious locusts tend to have a green or brown coloring. Locusts in the gre-
garious phase are yellow and black. Furthermore, as locusts become gre-
garious, their bodies slightly lengthen. These morphological changes take
much longer to be noticed than the behavioral changes, establishing the be-
havior of a locust as the key indicator for phase change in experiments or
observations.
After eggs are laid and hatching begins, emerging locusts begin to group
together. Over time, the locusts move closer to each other, inducing the
epigenetic phase change from solitarious to gregarious. After this, locusts
are attracted to each other and begin to migrate together, forming hopper
bands. These bands can take anywhere between 25 to 50 days to develop
[23]. Traveling hopper bands exhibit the characteristic of "fingering". Hop-
per bands will travel in strips across the ground, but will frequently split
into different strips, with the new cluster moving in a slightly different di-
rection than the original group. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure
2.1.
The locusts that survive the early stages of their lives aggregate and
increase the density of the swarm. These hopper bands are typically seen at
densities between 20 and 120 locusts per square meter [23]. As the density
increases, the aggregation becomes stronger and the hopper band begins to
travel.
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While these hopper bands travel, their motion is heavily affected by the
density of the swarm. Buhl and Couzin analyze how the swarm density
affects the onset of collective motion [8]. Their simulation uses a similar
model as that described by Czirók [10, Section 2.2.1]. Furthermore, their
experimental data matches the results of their simulation. At medium-
sized densities, collective motion is witnessed, and directional switching
is prevalent. Directional switching in a swarm is an event where locusts
randomly and cohesively move in a different direction than they previ-
ously were. This concept has different interpretations in one-dimension
and two-dimensions. In one-dimension, a locust is thought to travel on a
line, so there are only two directions to move in. Therefore, a directional
switch is when the swarm collectively moves to the right after moving to
the left, or vice versa. In two-dimensions, there is no set number of possi-
ble directions for the swarm to travel in. Hence, the concept of directional
switching refers to the group veering a "significant" amount relative to their
initial heading, where "significant" is a loosely defined term.
With regards to collective motion and directional switching, both follow
specific trends with regards to the density of the swarm. At low densities,
motion is incoherent, causing little aggregation and switching is opaque.
For high densities, the swarm is extremely coherent with no direction switch-
ing, as any perturbation of the system is suppressed by the strong sense of
alignment. In the region of medium density, there are enough bugs to war-
rant grouping, but the swarm is still able to randomly switch direction.
Once a critical density is reached, locusts start flying. This transition
occurs as locusts in the back of the hopper band fly up to the front of the
band to find food [7]. This treadmill-like motion continues, and the swarm
is extremely efficient with regards to distance travelled. A flying swarm
can travel more than 100 kilometers in a day, flying for up to 10 hours [23].
Throughout this period, the locusts eat any vegetation in their path, caus-
ing up to billions of dollars of damage.
Concerning these facts, our goal is to analyze the formation of these
hopper bands. By simulating large numbers of particles, we can reproduce
the behavior of locust swarms and see the primary causes for locust aggre-
gation. Then, strategies for stopping the formation of these bands can be
determined, and hopefully implemented in society.
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2.2 Relevant Models
Three models primarily led to the development of AIM. The self propelled
particle model developed by Czirók in 1999 [10] and the pause and go
model created by Ariel et al. in 2014 [3] are where the main facets of AIM
are drawn from. The third model, a cannibalistic model proposed by Bazazi
and Buhl [5] sparked initial interest, but after including it into the early
stages of AIM, it was found unnecessary, as it had little to no effect on the
simulation results.
2.2.1 Self Propelled Particle Model
Czirók’s self propelled particle (SPP) model [10] is a simple model that con-
siders alignment in particle interaction. In this model, n particles move on a
one dimensional periodic line of length L. Two state variables characterize
the jth particle at time t: the position, xj(t), and heading, uj(t). Each par-
ticle’s position and heading evolve in discrete time, with a unit time-step,
according to:
xj(tn+1) = xj(tn) + v0uj(tn), (2.1)
uj(tn+1) = 〈u(tn)〉j + ξ j. (2.2)
The position update (2.1) is Euler’s rule, with particles traveling at a con-
stant velocity v0. The heading update (2.2) sums the alignments of nearby
particles and adds random noise. The local order parameter 〈u(tn)〉j is
〈u(tn)〉j =
n
∑
i=0
|ui−uj|<r
ui, (2.3)
where r is the sensing radius. Also, ξ j is uniform random noise with vari-
ance η. Finally, initial conditions are uniformly random on the domain
[−L/2, L/2] and each particle has a random initial heading of either −1 or
+1.
Czirók produces some interesting results from this model, and in partic-
ular, relationships between the order parameter 〈u(tn)〉j and random noise
amplitude. Clearly, as the noise increases, the order parameter decreases.
However, the relationship takes on the shape of a logistics curve rather than
a linear relationship: at low and high levels of noise, the order parameter
varies little, but for medium noise amplitudes, the order parameter declines
rapidly.
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Another result of Czirók’s shows how the density and noise amplitude
lead to ordering of the swarm. He illustrates that at high enough noise
amplitudes (or low enough densities), disordered motion is prevalent as
high levels of randomness counteract any alignment (or bugs have diffi-
culty finding neighbors). For any noise amplitude, a density can be found
that causes the swarm to shift from disordered to ordered.
Lastly, it is important to note the concept of cohesive direction switching
seen in this model (and in many other swarming models). The most thor-
ough explanation of intrinsic directional switching is determined in Yates
et al. [31], where random noise in the direction of each locust is found to
aid coherent direction changes. As some locusts drift away from the group
due to randomness, other locusts tend to follow them, causing a shift in the
direction of the swarm.
Many of the facets seen in SPP are used in AIM. The primary similarity
is using the local order parameter to determine a locust’s direction. The
random noise included in the calculation is also implemented in AIM (al-
though AIM uses Gaussian rather than uniform random noise).
2.2.2 Pause-Go Model
The pause-go (PG) model [3] is similar to SPP in many ways, with the ad-
ditional assumption of intermittent motion. Each of the n particles on a
periodic line of length L have a state sj(tn), direction uj(tn), location xj(tn),
and speed v0, which is constant. Regarding the state, sj(tn) = 1 for a mov-
ing particle and 0 for a stopped particle. Position, location, and state are
randomly initialized.
A particle’s position changes according to (2.4), factoring in the parti-
cle’s state:
xj(tn+1) = xj(tn) + v0uj(tn)sj(tn). (2.4)
A moving particle stops with probability Pgs. This probability includes
stopping spontaneously or due to another particle. A stopped particle
will begin moving with a probability Psg. This consists of moving spon-
taneously, as a result of another particle, or due to a visual stimulus. Given
a particle’s current state sj(tn), the transition matrix S gives the probabili-
ties that sj(tn+1) will be 0 or 1:
S =

sj(tn+1)=0 sj(tn+1)= 1
sj(tn)=0 1− Psg Psg
sj(tn)=1 Pgs 1− Pgs
 (2.5)
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A particle continues in its previous direction with a probability that it
switches direction, pturn. The global order parameter, φ, is the average di-
rection of all moving particles. Given φ,
pturn =
{
α+ βW |φ|, h(t)φ(t) < 0
α+ βA|φ|, h(t)φ(t) ≥ 0 (2.6)
where h(t) is the heading of the particle.
Here, α is the probability a particle switches direction regardless of sur-
rounding particles. Likewise, βA and βW scale the effect of the order param-
eter on a particle’s propensity to turn. These parameters are determined
from the biology, where locusts have specific probabilities of turning based
upon their neighbors [3].
Three important conclusions follow from PG. The first is clear: locusts
motion is intermittent between pause and go states. As a locust moves,
it will frequently alternate between stopping, turning, and moving. The
next observation found that the percentage of locusts moving at any given
time is about 65% and that a swarm will collectively and randomly change
direction. These results are similar to the experiments of Bazazi et al. and
Buhl et al. [5; 8]. Lastly, meta-stable points of the order parameter are deter-
mined. These stabilities occur at the perfectly ordered as well as perfectly
unordered states.
AIM utilizes the Markov process for changing state in PG extensively.
Where AIM differs from this model is in the probability of turning. While
PG uses a linear relationship between turning and the order parameter,
AIM takes on a more biological approach, determining relative headings
and distances between each particle and their neighbors.
2.2.3 Cannibalism Model
Bazazi and Buhl [5] conducted an experiment involving locusts in an annu-
lus. In this study, they denervate the locusts, cutting the nerve endings on
each side of the body to prevent sensing of nearby locusts. Locusts can be
denervated on the left, right, front, or rear sides of their body. This process
leads to prey locusts being trapped and eaten by other locusts.
In the case of a fully denervated swarm, less overall movement is ob-
served as locusts are unable to sense predators, and thus have no motiva-
tion to move. When a swarm is left unperturbed, as in the control group of
the experiment, the stimulation on the hind legs causes locusts to move for-
ward, driving the swarm to collectively migrate, causing aggregation and
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organized motion. Since locusts still have sight, it is expected that dener-
vating the front, left, or right sides of the body will have little effect on its
probability of being eaten.
The experiment’s results indicate that locusts denervated in their rear
abdominal region move after contact much less than any other type of den-
ervation. For any other region of the body that is denervated, very little ef-
fect is noticed in the locusts ability to move after contact. This result shows
that avoiding cannibalism is an evolutionary trait developed by locusts,
and locusts move forward as a survival instinct. Thus, it is recognized that
both rear stimulation and cannibalistic actions drive a group of locusts to
collectively migrate.
Another observation in this experiment was the percentage of time spent
moving for the control group and the denervated group. The denervated
swarm tends to move less than the control swarm, with the percentage of
locusts moving at any given time is about 65% for the former and about
30% for the latter.
A swarm that has been rear-denervated has an order parameter that
tends towards 0. A normal group of locusts, driven by cannibalism, march
away from predators and towards prey, causing the order parameter to
tend to ±1.
The main idea that the AIM model draws from this experiment is the
concept of a locust touching another one from behind. This effect was ini-
tially considered in our model, but was later removed, as it had little effect
on the results.

Chapter 3
The AIMModel
We explore a new model, the Alignment and Intermittent Motion (AIM)
Model, which was developed over the summer of 2015 as an independent
research project at Macalester College by Sarah Jo DeVore, Stephen Schein,
and myself.
This model was derived from aspects of Czirók’s self propelled parti-
cle model [10] and a standard pause-and-go model [3]. AIM is a discrete
model of n particles on a two-dimensional square of side-length L. This
domain is either periodic or non-periodic. The body length of a particle
non-dimensionalizes variables of the model. There are three state variables
for each particle: position xj(tn), heading uj(tn), and state (pause or go)
sj(tn). The heading vector is normalized to length 1, and the notation will
be left out for succinctness. The state of a particle sj(tn), is 1 if the particle
is moving and 0 if it is stationary.
A list of parameters and variables are shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.
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Parameter Description Default Value
z∗ particle body length 1
t number of time steps 103–105
n number of particles 102–106∗
L side length of the square arena 101–103
v0 velocity of a particle 1†
r sensing radius 3†
A normalized sensing amplitude 1
B blocking amplitude 1–6∗
C alignment amplitude 1–7∗
q Gaussian noise amplitude 2.5–4∗
D Gaussian noise variance q2/12
χ probability of spontaneously moving 0.004
e−C probability of spontaneously stopping dependent on C
Table 3.1 Table of parameters for AIM.
∗These state parameters are varied in computer simulations to produce different
results. All other parameters are either dependent on the state parameters or
have predetermined values.
†The parameters v0 and r have been non-dimensionalized in terms of the body
length of a locust, as it is known that locusts move about one body length per
unit time and can sense up to three body lengths around them [24].
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Variable Description
z distance between particle i and j
xj(tn) position of particle j at time-step tn
uj(tn) heading of particle j at time-step tn
sj(tn) state of particle j at time-step tn
φloc local order parameter
g(z) weighting function for the local order parameter
Q Gaussian random noise
S transition matrix for state change
Psg probability of changing state from stop to go
Pgs probability of changing state from go to stop
β blocked score
h(z) weighting function for β
ψij weighting based upon neighbor location relative to heading
ζij collision detection for moving neighbors
tca time of closest approach
dca distance of closest approach
ηij collision detection for stationary neighbors
γ aligned score
f (z) weighting function for γ
δij relative headings of a particle and a neighbor
Table 3.2 Table of Variables for AIM. The subscript j denotes the particle in
consideration while the subscript i denotes a neighbor of particle j.
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3.1 State Variable Update
Each of the state variables change in an Eulerian fashion with a unit time-
step. Namely, for the jth particle,
xj(tn+1) = xj(tn) + v0 uj(tn) sj(tn), (3.1)
uj(tn+1) =
φloc +Q
||φloc +Q|| , (3.2)
P
(
sj(tn+1)|sj(tn)
)
= S , (3.3)
where v0 = 1 is a constant speed. Here, φloc is the local order parame-
ter, the weighted average direction of nearby neighbors. Also, Q is two-
dimensional Gaussian random noise with mean 0, variance D, and ampli-
tude q. The probability that a particle’s state changes is given in the right
stochastic matrix S .
It follows that
S =

sj(tn+1) = 0 sj(tn+1) = 1
sj(tn) = 0 1− Psg Psg
sj(tn) = 1 Pgs 1− Pgs
 (3.4)
Here, Psg represents the probability that a particle changes state from
stop to go, while Pgs represents the probability that a particle changes state
from go to stop (Section 3.3). This is a Markov process detailed in Figure
3.1.
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Pgs
Psg
Pgs1 - 1 - PsgStopped    = 0sj
Moving 
   = 1sj
Figure 3.1 Markov process for changing state. Particles are either stopped or
moving, with given probabilities of changing or staying in the same state.
3.2 The Local Order Parameter
The local order parameter considers distance to other particles isotropically,
weighting nearby particles more than those far away. This weighted sum
is written
φloc =
n
∑
i=1
g(z)ui, (3.5)
where g(z) = Ae−|z|/r and z = xi − xj is the shortest distance between two
particles in the square (noting that a periodic domain can alter the concept
of "shortest distance"). A = 1 is the normalized sensing amplitude and r
is the sensing radius. Self-interaction ensures a particle with no neighbors
still affects the local order parameter.
3.3 State Change
Two scores measure each probability of state change. A particle’s inabil-
ity to move forward when impeded is represented by a blocked score β.
The aligned score γ, indicates neighbors moving in a common direction.
Similarly to the local order parameter, each score is a weighted sum over
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distance. Far-field particles are defined relative to a particle’s body length
z∗ and sensing radius r.
These scores at a particular time-step are
β =
n
∑
i=1
i 6=j
h(z)
(
siψijζij + ηij
(
1− si
))
, (3.6)
γ =
n
∑
i=1
f (z)si
(
sjδij + 1− sj
)
. (3.7)
For each of these scores, a weighting function is included to diminish the
contributions of far-field particles to these scores. These distance-weighting
functions are
h(z) =
{
B
(
1− |z|z∗
)
, |z| ≤ z∗
0, else
, (3.8)
f (z) =
{
C
(
1− |z|r
)
, |z| ≤ r
0, else
. (3.9)
To contribute towards particle j’s blocked score, the ith particle is subject
to a set of conditions. If the ith particle is moving, then β is weighted ac-
cording to its position relative to the jth particle’s heading, represented by
ψij. Moreover, the ith particle can only block the jth particle if their distance
of closest approach dca and time of closest approach tca are small. This is
represented by ζij. Note that θ(x) is the Heaviside step function. We have
ψij = (−uˆj · zˆ) θ(−uˆj · zˆ), (3.10)
ζij =
{
1, dca < z∗; tca < r/v0
0, else
. (3.11)
These notions of closest approach are evaluated by determining where a
future collision will occur and at what time [28]. This time and distance of
closest approach are
tca =
−z · (ui − uj)
||ui − uj||2 , (3.12)
dca = |xi(tca)− xj(tca)|. (3.13)
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In order for a stationary ith particle to block another particle, ψij must be
small enough such that i is in front of j. This is determined by ηij:
ηij =
{
1, ψij > arctan
( z∗
r
)
0, else
. (3.14)
Calculating the jth particle’s aligned score is similar to calculating β. The
score is weighted by f (z) and whether or not nearby particles are moving.
If the jth particle is moving, then γ is weighted by the relative headings of
the two particles δij:
δij =
1+ uˆi · uˆj
2
. (3.15)
For a stationary particle, all nearby moving particles are weighted equally,
regardless of heading.
The functional forms of Pgs and Psg are nested exponentials, with the
outermost exponential affecting the probability most:
Pgs = 1− (1− e−γ)e−β, (3.16)
Psg = 1− (1− χe−β)e−γ (3.17)
where the probability of spontaneously moving is χ, since β = 0 and
γ = 0 when a stopped particle has no neighbors. The probability of spon-
taneously stopping is e−C, since β = 0 and γ = C when a moving particle
has no neighbors. As shown before, these probabilities make up the terms
of the transition matrix of Equation 3.4.

Chapter 4
Computational Optimization
Due to the structure of the computation, as the number of locusts increases,
simulations of AIM become computationally expensive. Variables are stored
as matrices, so particle interaction calculations involve operations between
matrices. Increasing the size of these matrices increases the runtime drasti-
cally, and a runtime of O(n2) is observed.
In order to run simulations with large numbers of particles (on the order
of 105 − 106), it becomes necessary to find a more efficient way to compute
interactions between particles. The Particle-in-Cell method [25] is used, as
it is effective in reducing the runtime to O(n log n).
4.1 Particle-in-Cell Method
The Particle-in-Cell (PIC) method is useful in reducing the amount of com-
putation required for many-particle systems. We wish to exploit the short
and finite sensing radius of locusts. Since the general principle behind this
algorithm is for each particle to only consider nearby particles, this method
aligns with the biology of locusts. To implement this structure, the domain
is partitioned into a grid, and each particle is associated with one of the
resulting cells. Next, the calculations that involve particle interactions are
carried out. However, when these calculations are done, they only include
neighbors that are in a 3x3 grid of cells around the cell that the particle
occupies. This way, particles in the far-field are ignored and unnecessary
computation is ignored. Then, as the number of particles is increased, the
number of neighbors of each particle stays relatively constant, as the in-
crease in particles only causes the area of the swarm to increase. Slight
density increases occur within the sensing radius of each particle as more
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r
Figure 4.1 The Particle-in-Cell method means that the interactions of the blue
particle need only be considered with particles that are in the adjacent cells
(purple box). In actuality, it is only affected by the particles within its sensing
radius r (dotted circle). Red particles fail both of these necessary conditions
while yellow particles are within the purple box but not the sensing radius.
particles are added, attributing to a minor increase in runtime as the num-
ber of particles is increased.
Figure 4.1 shows the cells that a particular particle considers for interac-
tion calculations. It is important to note that this method is implemented at
each time-step, so after the interaction calculations are completed, particles
move and the neighbors are calculated again.
This method makes sense biologically, as locusts are only able to sense
about three body lengths around them [24]. Furthermore, it is unlikely that
locusts can account for thousands of neighbors when deciding how to act
at each time-step.
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4.2 Results
After successful implementation of the PIC method, the old trials were
compared with the new. The simulations with the PIC method ran much
faster than the old simulations and runtime increased at a much slower
rate. Figure 4.2 displays the runtime as a function of the number of parti-
cles.
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Figure 4.2 Runtime as a function of the number of particles. The PIC method
abates the exponential increase in runtime by only considering a small subset of
neighbors.
Running simulations involving large numbers of particles is vital in the
modeling of hopper bands. A typical hopper band can have densities of
up to 120 million locusts per square kilometer [24]. In order to effectively
model this natural occurrence, simulations involving as many particles as
possible are necessary. This way, AIM models many-particle systems with
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simulations of many particles. While small-swarm models can typically
be extrapolated to account for the behaviors of physical swarms, AIM can
capture the tendencies of an actual swarm directly. This shows that the
underlying ideas of AIM lead to the behaviors seen in actual swarms.
Chapter 5
Simulation Results
Simulations of AIM were carried out in both periodic and non-periodic
domains. In the periodic domain, particles wrap around the edge of the
domain to the other side. For the non-periodic domain, particles begin in
a high-density environment, with many particles in a small area. They are
then free to move about the domain, branching outwards.
Section 5.1 outlines the results of the simulations with small numbers
of particles (≈ 102 − 103), while Section 5.2 shows the trials simulated after
the implementation of the PIC method. These latter simulations have much
larger numbers of particles (≈ 104 − 105), due to the PIC optimization pro-
cedure outlined in Chapter 4. The small-swarm simulations are done in
both periodic and non-periodic domains, but the large-swarm simulations
are carried out only in non-periodic domains. Large swarms in a periodic
space yield trivial results: coherent swarms with many particles moving.
However, in a non-periodic domain, comparisons between the large- and
small-swarms can be drawn.
5.1 Small-Swarm Simulations
In the periodic domain with small numbers of particles, the group clusters
together and travels in a coherent direction. The group forms into various
shapes that are witnessed in nature [27]. This phenomena is outlined in
Section 6.1. To easily observe the cluster, the image is translated and rotated
such that the center of mass of the swarm is at the origin and the average
direction of the swarm is north. Figure 5.1 shows this.
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Figure 5.1 Particles in a periodic domain. The average direction of the swarm
(indicated by the green arrow) is rotated to be north, while the center of mass of
the swarm is translated to the origin.
For the non-periodic domain, it is seen that particles branch off into
various clusters moving in different directions, as in Figure 5.2. If a slight
westward bias is included in the random noise variance D of each particles,
the different clusters veer to the west after a delay, and every particle travels
in the same direction. Figure 5.3 shows this phenomenon.
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Figure 5.2 Particles in a non-periodic domain with no bias. The swarm breaks
off into small clusters with different headings. The separate branches each look
similar to hopper bands, displaying similar features to Figure 2.1.
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Figure 5.3 Particles in a non-periodic domain with westward bias. Clusters
that initially tend towards the east wrap back around to the west.
5.2 Large-Swarm Simulations
After the PIC method is implemented, the volume of the swarm is able to
be greatly increased. For swarms in the non-periodic domain, it takes long
amounts of time for the initial cluster to branch off into bands. However,
once this is done, the shape of the overall swarm looks very similar to the
small-swarm simulations of Figures 5.2 and 5.3 (see Figures 5.4 and 5.5).
The swarm breaks off into multiple branches that individually look like
hopper bands. In the westward bias case, the swarm initially seems to be
unaffected, but particles are slowly drawn westward over time.
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Figure 5.4 Particles in a non-periodic domain with no bias. The swarm breaks
off into clusters with different headings, just as in the small-swarm case.
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Figure 5.5 Particles in a non-periodic domain with westward bias. Clusters
that initially tend towards the east wrap back around to the west, just as in the
small-swarm case.
The evolution of the initial cluster branching off into various bands is
shown in Figure 5.6 (no bias) and Figure 5.7 (westward bias).
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Figure 5.6 Time evolution of a large-swarm with no bias. The swarm takes
many time-steps to unclump, but clusters of particles branch out radially and
give the appearance of hopper bands.
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Figure 5.7 Time evolution of a large-swarm with a westward bias. The swarm
is quickly affected by the westward bias, where particles with an initial trajectory
of east eventually wrap back around and head westward.
Chapter 6
Simulation Analysis
Many observations can be made from these simulation snapshots, but one
of the most important is the shape of swarms. As they travel, hopper bands
exhibit specific shapes that are also observed in the periodic simulations of
AIM. Another important observation is the similarities between the small-
and large-swarm trials for the non-periodic domain. Many characteristics
including branching, the shape of clusters, and a delayed response to bias
that are apparent in small-swarm trials are also evident in the large-swarm
simulations.
As a way of quantifying some of these traits, we present four possi-
ble metrics that describe the swarm numerically. These metrics are aver-
age cluster coherence Mc, fraction of particles moving M f , average nearest
neighbor distance Md, and average cluster density Mp. Each of these met-
rics can be evaluated in the specific manners presented in Section 6.3.2.
6.1 Swarm Shapes of Periodic Simulations
Uvarov [26; 27] outlines the details of how hopper bands evolve into the
shapes that are commonly seen in nature. The two swarm shapes that are
observed are frontal bands and columnar bands. Frontal bands (Figure
6.1) run wide, spreading outwards rather than forwards. These types of
bands tend to arc slightly. On the other hand, columnar bands (Figure 6.2)
are spread thin, with locusts tending to march in more of a single-file line
rather than a block. Each of these bands evolve from a circular cluster of
locusts. This circular cluster will begin to expand radially and separate
into smaller groups, and as an environmental cue sways the locusts in one
direction, the small groups wrap around and join together, forming either
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a frontal or columnar band.
Uvarov also notes that in the final stage of the evolution of a hopper
band, the edges of the swarm are more dense than the inner region of the
band. Furthermore, the edges of the swarm have abrupt density changes–
the edge is pronounced without stray locusts.
In the simulations of AIM, each of these qualities of hopper bands are
witnessed. Considering the periodic domains used in the small-swarm
simulations (Section 5.1), analyzing the shape of the swarm is trivial. Since
the swarm is rotated and translated to have a center of mass at the origin
and an average direction of north, the shape of the swarm can be easily
distinguished. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show examples of frontal and columnar
bands, respectively.
Figure 6.1 Example of a frontal band. The band runs length-wise and has an
arc on the front edge.
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Figure 6.2 Example of a columnar band. The band runs thin similar to a single-
file line.
Moreover, as the number of particles increases, these simulations ex-
hibit the dense edges and abrupt changes in density at the edges of each
band.
An important consideration is how these swarm shapes are visible in
non-periodic simulations. In these trials, the particles expand radially out-
wards, grouping into many clusters that look similar to hopper bands.
Magnifying one of these branches shows the same structure as outlined
in Figure 2.1. Moreover, each individual band is coherently moving in one
direction, but more importantly has either a frontal or columnar shape and
exhibits the density patterns that are typical of natural hopper bands.
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6.2 Comparisons of Non-Periodic Simulations
Another remark regarding the simulations of AIM is the consistency of the
non-periodic trials. In both the small- and large-swarm simulations, sim-
ilar characteristics are observed. The most important characteristic that is
seen in each of these is branching. In both cases, groups of particles venture
outwards in bands, exhibiting the traits outlined in Section 6.1: the clusters
have dense edges where the density changes abruptly, and are shaped in
a frontal or columnar band. These bands are also coherent and travel to-
gether in a similar direction. Furthermore, if a bias is included, the group
will collectively veer towards the direction of the bias once it is mostly sep-
arated from the initial cluster.
It is also important to discuss the appearance of hopper bands in these
trials. As the particles move outwards, the branches that they form into
have many of the same characteristics of hopper bands–particularly finger-
ing (Figure 2.1) that were outlined previously. As the number of particles
increases, these behaviors become more apparent, as each branch will have
more particles.
That these characteristics are apparent in both types of simulations is
indicative of a model that applies to both small and large swarms. Where
most models simulate small numbers of particles and extrapolate upwards,
AIM is able to simulate and visualize large-swarms and directly observe
the natural phenomena that occur.
6.3 Metrics and Parameters
Multiple metrics can be evaluated to give numerical values that indicate
characteristics of the simulation. Of these, four are the most informative:
cluster coherence Mkc , the fraction of particles moving M f , the average
nearest neighbor distance Md, and cluster density Mkp. The superscript k
denotes that the metric is calculated for a specific cluster. In this case, it
follows that the values for each cluster can be averaged to get the overall
metric.
6.3.1 Metric Explanation and Parameter Variation
For the definitions of Mkc and Mkp, we restrict ourselves to look at small
sections of the swarm (which will end up being the branches seen in the
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figures of Chapter 5), and define coherence and density to be the alignment
and density of a particular subset of particles, called a cluster.
For a swarm, Mkc is a measure of how aligned the particles in a specific
cluster are. A coherent cluster has the majority of particles moving in the
same direction, while an incoherent cluster is largely random motion with
little aggregation. Coherence is typically measured on a scale from 0 to 1,
with Mkc = 1 indicating a cluster in which each particle is moving in the
same direction (Equation 6.1). Furthermore, Mkp, the average density of
each cluster, is an important quality of the non-periodic simulations. As
described previously, these clusters are very similar to hopper bands in
both their shape and behavior, so we expect them to have similar density
patterns and values as natural hopper bands.
Also, M f is a measure of how active (and in some sense, gregarious)
the swarm is. A swarm that has been heavily stimulated will tend to move
more (as a result of having more gregarious particles). Lastly, the average
nearest neighbor distance Md quantifies how the interactions between par-
ticles will vary. The majority of the calculations outlined in Chapter 3 are
dependent on the distance between particles. Measuring the nearest neigh-
bor distance tells how tightly packed the swarm is, leading to variations in
these particle interaction calculations.
As the parameters M, B,C, and q (Table 3.1) are varied and the behavior
of the particles changes, these metrics will change accordingly. Analyzing
how the metrics change with changing parameters can infer how the par-
ticles interact with each other on a large-scale basis. The evaluation and
investigation of these metrics is left for future work, but specific tools for
measuring these metrics are noted in Section 6.3.2.
6.3.2 Evaluating the Metrics
Analytic representations of these metrics can be found:
• Average cluster coherence:
Mc = Mkc =
〈∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
nk
∑
k=1
uksk
nk
∑
k=1
sk
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
, (6.1)
• Fraction of particles moving:
M f =
〈
1
n
n
∑
i=1
si
〉
, (6.2)
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• Average nearest neighbor distance:
Md =
〈
min |xi − xj|
〉
, (6.3)
• Average cluster density:
Mp = Mkp =
〈
nk
Ak
〉
, Ak = area of cluster. (6.4)
Brackets indicate an average over all time-steps, an overline bar represents
an average over all particles, and double vertical bars represent magnitude.
Recall that any variable with a subscript k represents particles in a specific
cluster. Also, note that the subscript i indicates the neighbors of the jth
particle.
The evaluation of the fraction moving and nearest neighbor metrics
is relatively straightforward. The metric M f is the number of particles
with sj(tn) = 1 divided by the total number of particles n. The metric
Md is calculated by finding the nearest neighbor distance of each particle,
min |xi(tn)− xj(tn)|, at each time-step. Each particle has its own nearest
neighbor distance, so at each time-step tn, the nearest neighbor distance of
each particle is averaged to get an average nearest neighbor distance for
the specific time-step tn. Then, this distance is averaged over all time to get
the average nearest neighbor distance metric.
By taking the sum of the directions of moving particles and dividing
by the number of moving particles, we obtain the global order parameter.
This is a measure of the average direction of the cluster. The coherence of
the cluster is the magnitude of the global order parameter. Averaging the
coherence of each cluster gives Mc. To find the average cluster density Mp,
the density of each cluster is calculated and averaged over every cluster.
Since the metrics for average cluster coherence and average cluster den-
sity deal with averaging over each cluster, these calculations are more com-
plex. As the particles are free to move in R2, there are infinitely many
headings to choose from, and the notion of coherence is difficult to define.
In particular, it is naive to define coherence as a measure of radial align-
ment, as these swarms are intrinsically driven outwards. Likewise, density
becomes a difficult concept to interpret. Specifically, a non-periodic do-
main has the disadvantage of allowing particles to expand radially, forcing
the density of the entire swarm to decrease over time regardless of parti-
cle interactions. Therefore, it becomes necessary to measure these metrics
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on specific subpopulations of the swarm, otherwise known as the clusters
outlined above.
When it is desired to analyze subpopulations of a larger group, the con-
cept of Bayesian Mixture Models comes to mind [20]. These mixture mod-
els are the primary method for clustering data. Particularly, Bayesian Mix-
ture Models are much more useful than k-means clustering [15; 16] in the
case of these simulations because we do not know how many clusters will
evolve as a result of the initial clump. By implementing a mixture model,
the branches seen in the non-periodic swarm simulations will be picked out
as clusters, and the correct number of clusters will be identified. Then, cal-
culations of the coherence and density can be done on each of these clusters.
Then, these values can be averaged over all the clusters to get the respective
metrics for coherence and average cluster density.

Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
Presented here is a particle model, AIM, which reproduces results concur-
rent with observations of locusts in the field. AIM combines aspects of two
models, an alignment model [10] and an intermittent motion model [3],
and deduces parameter values based upon the biology of a locust to make
the model as parsimonious as possible. Simulations yield similar qualita-
tive results of those in the field with regards to the characteristics of swarm
shape, densities, and hopper band fingering.
The Particle-in-Cell method is implemented and used to optimize the
simulations. Through the implementation of this algorithm, simulations
are able to run up to 106 particles on reasonable timescales. Running sim-
ulations of large swarms is helpful in locust swarm models, as behaviors
seen in the field can be compared to those of the large-swarm simulations;
simulations with small numbers of particles may show tendencies similar
to real-life swarms, but these characteristics could possibly change as the
simulation size grows.
Simulations of large swarms are achieved and compared to small-swarm
trials. Many of the same characteristics including branching, band shape,
and delayed response to a bias are witnessed. These similarities in the non-
periodic domain are promising; the ability to accurately simulate massive
swarms is necessary in the modeling of hopper bands, as a single group of
locusts can cover up to 1000 square kilometers at a density of roughly 80
million per square kilometer [21].
The next stage of this work involves measuring the metrics outlined in
Section 6.3 and running parameter tests with large swarms. By altering the
parameters of AIM and analyzing how the metrics vary, more insight can
be drawn regarding what drives these swarms to aggregate in the way they
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do.
Future work with AIM has many possible directions. While we imple-
ment a weak environmental cue here, a strong environmental cue such as
a food source could be added, allowing for a potential gradient in the do-
main. This would heavily affect the tendencies of the swarm, and the simu-
lations could be compared to that of hopper bands searching for vegetation
in croplands. Alternatively, AIM could be transformed into a continuum
model. This would allow for an easier analysis of swarm behavior at the
cost of qualitative results such as simulation videos and images.
All in all, it is critical to understand locusts at the stage of development
known as hopper bands. Since flying swarms are extremely inefficient to
control and cause immense amounts of damage to crops, it is necessary to
stop them before they reach this stage. If hopper bands can be success-
fully modeled and the reasoning behind their formation can be uncovered,
they can likely be prevented, solving a problem that has been plaguing the
world for millennia.
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